Inside Publishing: A Workshop on the Publishing Landscape in Applied Physical Science

Sponsored by AIP Publishing

AIP Publishing is sponsoring a workshop at Brookhaven National Laboratory intended to bring students, post-docs, scientists, and researchers together to learn more about the publishing landscape. The workshop will aim to:

- **Provide guidance** on where to publish in order to resonate with your respective scientific community
- **Give tips** on how to add value to your published work and make it more visible to your target audience
- **Give an overview** of the overall publishing landscape including current trends in scholarly publishing
- **Inform on career** options for physical scientists

**WHEN:** October 22, 2014
**TIME:** 9:00am – 4:00pm

**WHERE:** BNL, Center for Functional Nanomaterials (Bldg. 735) Seminar Room

Lunch and refreshments will be provided to all participants